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“One of the best training events I’ve
attended...insightful, valuable, and it was a
bonus to be outside and exercise while
learning."

1 While decisions from the Battle of Gettysburg
were made more than 160 years ago, leaders of the
21st century can still learn from historical
examples of communication, strategic planning,
and team building that have stood the test of time.
In addition to discussing the military leaders at
Gettysburg, Leadership: Beyond the Battle also
provides lessons from ordinary civilians who took
on extraordinary responsibility during and after
the battle. Our program includes stops at
fascinating historic sites off the beaten path and
not open to the general public. 

New Leadership Perspectives

Leadership: Beyond the Battle
An Unforgettable Experience at Gettysburg

What makes Leadership: Beyond the Battle unique? 

The Adams County Historical Society - home of Gettysburg’s new, award-winning Beyond the Battle
Museum - invites your team to experience a leadership program that brings together the heroic stories of
soldiers and the harrowing experiences of civilians who were caught in the crossfire. By visiting this sacred
ground and engaging with the lessons of our shared past, participants will gain new insights into effective
communication, strategic planning, and teamwork.  

From one-day to multi-day itineraries, our
program can be tailored to include lessons that
best fit your organizational needs. Optional
additions to the program include catered meals in
our event center, access to our museum, Beyond
the Battle, internal meeting space with state-of-
the-art equipment, and a guided tour of our on-
site library and archives.

Flexibility & Customization
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The team at Leadership: Beyond the Battle combines
historical expertise with knowledge of the modern
business world and how the lessons of 1863 can be
applied in the present. All curriculum used in the
program is reviewed and approved by a team of
Licensed Battlefield Guides, historians, and
business professionals.

Knowledgeable and Engaging Faculty



"I liked how we related the types of leaders in the Civil War to the types of leaders we all
encounter on a day-to-day basis. I would recommend this training to anyone in a
leadership role."

5 Beyond the Battle Museum has two meeting spaces that can be used by groups for internal workshops and catered
meals. The Seminar Room is perfect for groups of 20 or fewer participants. With a stunning view of Gettysburg, the
Battlefield Overlook Event Center is ideal for larger groups, with ample room for discussions and seated meals.
Both spaces include brand new sound, lighting, and AV systems. 

On-Site Options for Meetings & Debriefs

(717) 334-4723

625 Biglerville Road, Gettysburg, PA 17325

www.achs-pa.orgprograms@achs-pa.org

4 Take an active role in learning with Leadership: Beyond the Battle. Participants will not only discuss the decisions
made by leaders in 1863 — they will also SEE the results of those decisions first-hand on the battlefield. 

Hands-On, Active Learning Opportunities

“The valuable lessons and insights on both
Union and Confederate decisions really
brought into focus how even minor decisions
in our day-to-day interactions can make a
tremendous difference, both good and bad.”

“Not only did I learn from the training itself
but also from other participants with
different points of view and insightful
perspectives."


